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Introduction

The references for this bibliography were compiled while the author was a Unit Fellow at the Oklahoma Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, Oklahoma State University.

The author acknowledges Mr. Leroy Anderson, Mr. James Lewis, Mrs. Jan Hassien, and Mrs. Gay Williams for their assistance in searching for citations, typing note cards, and typing and editing the original manuscript.

Welder Wildlife Foundation, Sinton, Texas; World Wildlife Fund, Washington, D.C.; and Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, provided funds for this project.

U. S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation, Oklahoma State University, and Wildlife Management Institute were cooperating agencies.

This bibliography lists 437 references dealing with prairie dogs. Some references do not specifically mention prairie dogs but involve closely related topics and are considered important enough for inclusion.


Entries have been categorized into major subjects. Literature on a particular topic usually will be found by searching that subject category. Additional material may be found by reviewing other closely related categories. Citations entered under DESCRIPTION AND DISTRIBUTION normally have some ecological data.

Most foreign references and many of Burnett (1912-1925), found in Towards a Literature Review of Prairie Dogs (Clark 1971), have been omitted from this bibliography. Many articles with titles not descriptive of their content are entered under GENERAL. State organizations such as state departments of agriculture, universities, and conservation departments may have literature pertaining to prairie dogs that was not available to the author.

In an attempt to maintain this bibliography as current and complete as possible the reader is requested to submit any reference not listed in this bibliography. My apologies are expressed to all authors whose publications are not entered here.
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